
Actor Types code frame (also see the following paper that inspired the 
current code frame: Lotan, G., Graeff, E., Ananny, M., Gaffney, D., Pearce, I., 
& boyd, d. (2011). The Revolutions Were Tweeted: Information Flows During 
the 2011 Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. International Journal of 
Communication (5) Feature: 1375-1405.  
PDF available here: http://ijoc.org/ojs/index.php/ijoc/article/view/1246) 
 
1. Mainstream media: News and media organizations, global, national and 
local, that have both digital and non-digital outlets. Examples: @BBCNews | 
@guardian | @hackneycitizen 

2. Only online media (news): Blogs, news portals or journalistic entities that 
exist solely online. Examples: @tweetminster | @BreakingNews | 
@Politics_co_uk 

3. Non-(news) mainstream media orgs: Groups, companies, or organizations 
that are not primarily news-orientated. This may include social media sites 
such as Facebook, Twitter and Youtube. Essentially this is ‘the rest’ and this 
code will thus include a wide range of non-media 
organisations. Examples: @viceuk | @pulsecardiff | @MuslimCouncil 

4. Journalists (mainstream): Individuals employed by MSM organizations, or 
who regularly work as freelancers for MSM organizations. Examples: 
@PaulLewis | @fieldproducer | @ravisomaiya 

5. Journalists (online media): Individuals employed by web news 
organizations, or who regularly work as freelancers for MS new 
Media. Examples: @journodave 

6. Non-(news) media org employees: Individuals employed by non-media 
organisations. It is important that people list the name of the company they 
work for and in most cases they also link to their 
companies. Examples: @JamieClaret | @sabinasdemrit | @MisssN 

7. Bloggers: Individuals who post regularly to an established blog, and who 
appear to identify as a blogger on Twitter. Also consider ‘micro blogging’ 
here. Examples: @Puffles2010 | @LDN_Rant | @JieberSwag 

8. Activists: Individuals or organisations, that self-identify as an activist, who 
work at an activist organization, or who appear to be tweeting purely about 
activist topics to capture the attention of others. Examples: @counterfireorg | 
@usayd | @copwatcher 

9. UK Twitterati: Individuals from the UK who have worldwide influence in 
social media circles and are, thus, widely followed on Twitter. Please consult 
the UK Twitterati list included. Examples: @Glinner | @mikebutcher | 
@mayoroflondon 



10. Political actors: Individuals who are elected officials, known primarily for 
their membership of political parties or relationship to government. This 
 includes local government, councillors and so on. Examples: 
@number10gov | @louisemensch | @RichardBurdenMP 

11. Police/emergency services: Please make sure that you check that these 
are real accounts as far as you can ascertain this. Examples: 
@PCStanleyWMP | @brumpolice | @Ldn_Ambulance 

12. Riot accounts: An account that appears to have been set up especially to 
tweet the riots. Examples: @Riotcleanup |@LiverpoolRiots | @UKRiotUpdates 

13. Celebrities: Individuals who are famous for reasons unrelated to 
technology, politics, or activism. It seems hard to pin down who really is a 
‘celebrity’. Please note that some celebrity accounts are not verified and so it 
requires a judgment call to code them here and not as one of the fake 
accounts. Examples: @CapitalR | @omid9 | @justinbieber 

14. Researchers: An individual who is affiliated with a university or think-tank. 
In terms of researchers at University, include PhD students. Examples: 
@Schock | @RizwaanSabir | @jjn1 

15. Members of the public: Individuals who provide no link to organization or 
institution. The account appears to be maintained by a private citizen in their 
personal capacity, highlighting personal information in their 
bio. Examples: @ste_sully | @JPAColeman | @MrTommyClark 

16. Bots: Accounts that appear to be an automated service tweeting 
consistent content, usually in extraordinary volumes.  
Examples: @recruitmentjob1 

17. Unclear: An account that may fit more than one of the categories 
(blogger/activist/journalist) where it is difficult to distinguish which is most 
important. Examples: @NaomiAKlein | @skynewsgatherer | @monkeysailor 

18. Account closed down: Unable to classify actor.  
Examples: @itsBARBZbabes | @William_HRH | @Mathiasbarrett 

19. Fake/spoof account: An account that has clearly been set up to pretend 
to be someone else. Example: @Queen_UK | @Lord_G_Almighty | 
@Sir_Fergie | @OfficialSanta 

20. Other: Accounts that do not clearly fit in any category. Examples: 
@ManU_FC | @Fourth_Official 


